Technology at the point of care improves patient safety and reduces errors. Fetal Monitor carts from Healthcare Cart conceal your medical fetal monitoring system in Labor and Delivery. We offer many models to best suit your neonatal care requirements.

Healthcare Carts knows there is more to mobile computing carts than simply mounting a computer to a battery and wheels. We have a variety of products to help you with the solution best suited for your environment.

Designed to be comfortable and ergonomically correct whether you are pushing, pulling, sitting, or standing.
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FEATURES

- Rubber 5” Wheels - Tente Non-Marring Rubber Medical Casters with locks
- Constructed of Melamine with 3mm Vinyl banding.
- Drawer Box is white Melamine
- Slanted monitor shelf for easier viewing of Fetal Monitor Data
- Bottom “Drawer” is open space for CPU & electronics
- Vented cabinet for proper air flow
- Cord cut-out allows for Transducers to stay connected and rest in top drawer for protection
- Hidden cord chase keeps all chords inside cart for safety and added beauty
- Two full extension stainless steel ball bearing drawer glides with 100lb weight rating that will not open during transport
- One year warranty for parts and labor

www.healthcarecart.com
Available in the Following Styles

- Natural Oak (28)
- English Oak (119)
- Grove Myrtle (687)
- Natural Maple (577)
- Candlelight (421)
- Summer Flame (420)
- Wild Cherry (7054)
- Dark Cherry (144)

OPTIONAL FEATURES

- Pull-Up Work Surface
- Left or Right Facing Cart
- Adjustable drawer dividers (two per drawer)

SPECIFICATIONS

- 42” tall
- 24.5” max width
- 25.5” max length
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